M2: 1st TRANSNATIONAL MEETING IN SPAIN

CIEZA (MURCIA), 11-01-2015/16-01-2015

SUNDAY 11-01-2015

Partners’ arrivals. Welcoming and reception at the San Sebastian Hotel in Cieza.

Monday 12-1-2015

- Welcoming reception at the school “Pedro Rodríguez”. Tour of the school visiting classrooms, presentations of partners school to the Spanish pupils and teachers. Presentation of their schools, towns and countries (power points, photos, films,…).

- Coordination meeting regarding the presentation of the project. Agreement on the dates, the periods to deliver the intermediate and final reports and the receipt of the grant. The partners discuss about the activities, necessary documents and about the dissemination of the project (facebook, website and mobility tour).
Tuesday 13-01-2015

- Coordination meeting. Exposition of the worked activities (power points, photos, films, portfolios,…). Discussing about the rewarded activities.

- Spanish team explains about the success of the meetings with the psychologist Ana Peinado of “Emotional Intelligence” for parents.

- We agree for the next meetings of coordination to concentrate the work in three week days and a weekend in order to less the less school days as possible.

- Reception at the town hall with the local authorities, and local media. Delivery of the Manifest and exchange of gifts with the Major Antonio Tamayo.

- Meeting with M. Rosario Salmerón responsible of the program “Network in favour of Children Rights and Adolescence” of the Centre of the Welfare society (Local government of Cieza) to deal with issues related to Network work.
Wednesday 14.01.2015

- Meeting with Ana Peinado at the CEIP Pedro Rodríguez. She is expert on Emotional Intelligence and adviser of our project.
- Presentation of the Website of the project.
- Practical activities about relaxation and meditation.

Thursday 15.01.2015

- Visit to Murcia and reception of the regional authorities from the Education Ministry who valued the importance of the European projects especially this kind of projects. Exchange of gifts.

Friday 16.01.2015

- Visit to the Serretta Cave and Arabic deserted village Medina Siyasa.
- Traditional meal with traditional products of our region.
• Coordination meeting. Suggestion of activities for the next term. The dates for the next meeting in Greece are 21th to 25th mars, 2015.

• Visit to the Siyasa Museum in Cieza.

• Lunch and leaving party.

Saturday 17.01.2015

Partners’ departures.